I. Introduction ~e show in this article that the concept of the rough set (see Pawlak (1982 and 1985) ) can be used as a basis for the decision tables ~heory (see Pollack, Hicks and Harrison (1971) ). The ideas introduced in this paper have been applied to the implementation of cement kiln control algorithm (see Mr6zek (1984) ) and showed considerable practical advantages to other methods°
2~ Decision tables
In this section we give a formal definition of a decision table which will be used throughout this paper° A aecision table is a system S = (Univ, Att, Val, f) where:
Univ -is a finite set of states, called the universe Att = Con U Dec -is the set of attributes; Con -is the set of In the decision We shall use also the following definitions:
A -ositive region of set X is the set AX;
A -doubtful region of set X is the set BnA(X ) ;
A -negative ' region of set X is the set NegAX = Univ -AX.
If AX = A_X we say that set X is A-definable in S; otherwise set X is A -nondefinable in S.
Nondefinable sets will be called also rough sets in S.
The number 
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The following properties are true:
2) Con ~ Dec in S/Bncon(Dec* ) .
Note. The above property says that every decision table can be decomposed into two parts (possibly empty) such that one is deterministic and the second totally nondeterministic.
It is easy to compute that in the decision table shown in It can be easily seen that the set of decision attributes in the table is independent.
We can also define the approximate reduct (or approximate reduct with respect to a subset C) in the following way: There is of course trade-off between c I and c 2 and we can minimize the total cost C B by proper choosing of conditions attributes.
The problem will be discussed in some details in a subsequent paper.
7. Decision nets iJiany problems require not one decision table, but a set of different decision tables connected in a net in such a way that if some conditions are satisfied, the decision making process can be switched from one decision table to another one.
In order to do so assume that each decision table is labelled by a "name" of the decision For example consider three decision tables A,B,C as shown in For the Sake of simplicity we labelled branches of the graph not by conditions but corresponding states.
Several theoretical problems arise in connection with decision nets, for example the problem of consistency (the decision not shown in Fig. 8 is inconsistent!) but we shall not discuss these problems N -is the "next table" attribute.
The graph associated with this set at tables is sho~ in Fig~ 8.
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